
 

The ICC IMMO CODE Calculator is the fastest, most reliable way to decode BMW's Immobiliser Code. It has successfully
calculated and decoded over 1 million codes across 100 countries and languages. It is always up-to-date with the latest BMW
Immobiliser Code calculation and decoding algorithms and dictionaries. Also, a new universal search function lets you quickly
find a code based on vehicle details, such as the vehicle model, chassis number and body type. The ICC IMMO CODE
Calculator is available for any Windows with a free demo or full version download.

  • Fastest way to decode BMW's Immobiliser Code• Over 1 Million codes successfully decoded• Universal search function lets
you quickly find a code from around 100 different vehicle details• Supports all BMW models with Immobiliser• Supports all
languages
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  • Copy/Paste support• Improved stability• Fixed bugs in the application interface
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